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1]1. Introduction. Let cr denote a fixed real number and put M- c+
+ 1, where Ix] denotes the integral part of x. Let h(z) be a complex valued
function which is regular and non-vanishing in the half plane Re(z) > c. In
this paper, we shall consider the infinite series of the form

d2h (S, a) _, e(na)
n=M h(n) s’

where e(w) denotes an abbreviation of exp(27riw) and a is a real number
with 0 < a < 1. Here and in what follows, h(z)S exp(s log h(z)) with a
fixed branch of log h(z). Moreover, we impose the following conditions on
h(z)

(A.1) bh(s, a) converges for all sufficiently large real values of s.
(A.2) log h(z) << log zl and arg h(z) << log z[ for zl >> 0,

where arg h(z) denotes the argument of h(z).
(A.3) h(z) I oo as Izl
Then we obtain
Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, qbh (s, a) is extended to an in-

tegral function of s in the whole complex s-plane.
Example 1. Let h(z) be a non-constant polynomial of z with complex

coefficients. Take an integer M such that h(z) has no zeros in Re(z) > M-
1 and cr M- 1. Then bh(s, a) is absolutely convergent for s > 1 and for
any fixed branch of logh(z). Hence, by Theorem 1, bh(s, a)can be con-
tinued analytically to an integral function of s.

Example 2. Let g(x, y) be a polynomial in x and y with complex coeffi-
cients. Suppose that the degree of g(x, y) in x is at least 1. Take a positive
integer M such that g(z, log z) has no zeros in Re(z) > M- 1, where any
fixed branch is taken for the logarithm. If we take h(z) g(z, log z) and
cr M-- 1, then bh(s, a) is absolutely convergent for s > 1 and for any
fixed branch of log h(z). Therefore, by Theorem 1, b,(s, a) is extended to
an integral function of s.

The author wishes to thank Professor T. Arakawa for useful suggestion.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. The method of the proof is similar to that of

Theorem 1 in [21.
Let C be the rectangle in the z-plane consisting of the line segments C1,

C2, Ca and C4, joining -Ni, (N+)- Ni, (Nq-)+ Ni, q-Ni
1

and e Ni, where e M- - and N is a sufficiently large integer. Consid-
er the integral
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I(s) fcc f (s’ z) dz,

where

f(s, z)
e(az)

e(z) 1 h(z)-S

and s is a sufficiently large real number. By the residue theorem, we have
N e(na)

(1) I(s) E .
h(n) s

On the other hand, we see that

_r + I + I + I, sy.

Since s > 1 and lh(z)-Sl [h(z)I -s, we can find a number No depending
on s such that

h(x-Ni)-[ <s(x_ , N>No)
for any given e > 0 in view of (A.3). So we have

2roaN ,,N +1/2
2N

dx < s,
e --1

because 0 < a < 1. This implies that I--, 0 as N---* oo. Similarly, I2, 13 -- 0
as N--’ oo. By letting N--’ , we infer from (1), (2) and (A.1) that

2r(1-a)x

iOO e
h ( + ix) -s dx(3) Ch(s, a) ie(a)

,,o e
2x + 1

This formula holds for all sufficiently large real values of s. Studying the be-
havior of the above integrals in the whole plane of the complex variable s,
we see from (A.2) that both integrals of (3) converge uniformly in any finite
region of the complex s-plane and so define integral functions of s. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. On the values of )h(8, a) at non-positive integers. We start with
introducing the -function defined by

fl(x)
(- 1)"

n=o n -I- X
It is known (cf. [1], p. 523) that

(4) fl(x) + fl(1 x)
sin rx"

Theorem 2.
ie(a) 1

Ch(O, a) 2sin(aTr)’ where M 2"

(5)

Proof By (3), we have

a) ie(a)(o,
2rr(1-a)x 2rcax

e fo e
2x

dx +
e + 1 e2rx+ 1

ie(a)[J1 + J], say.
As is easily verified,
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Similarly, we get

-2ax ne-2nxdx]1-- e
----0

(-- 1) n e-2r(n+a)Xdx

fl(a)
27r"

]_
/3(1 --a)

Then our assertion follows immediately from (4) and (5).
Put

.,x, sin rrx"
Let m be a non-negative integer and E (m)(x) the m-th derivative of E(x).
Then we have

Lellllllao
m+ gm (COS X)E(m) (x) c

(sin rx) m+’

where gm(COSTrX) is a linear combination of (cos Trx)2J(0 _j <_-) or

(cos 7rx)2J+l(O" --j--< [-])with rational integer coefficients according as m is

even or odd.

Proof The lemma is easily shown by induction on m. So we omit the
proof of it.

In the following, let h(z), M and h(S, a) be as in Example 1. Let F be
a subfield of the complex number field. Suppose that all coefficients of
h(z) are contained in F. Then we obtain

Theorem 3. The value Ch(--m, a) belongs to the field F(icota rr) for
any non- negative integer m.

Proof By (3), Ch(-- m, a) is a linear combination of ]k(a)(k O, 1,
rod) with coefficients in F, where d is the degree of h(z) and

2rr(1-a)x 2axe
(ix) dx +

ex + 1
J(a) ie(a) eX+ 1

By noting that
--X S--1F(s) e x dx (s >0),

it is not difficult to see that

](a) i+
-(.+)xe(a) (-- 1) e x dx

+ (- 1) (- 1) e-("+-")x x dx
=0
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(-- 1)i+e(a)
(2r) TM

so that from (4) we get

ik+l [n=e(a)F(k + 1) (-- 1)

(2n:) (n + a)+l
(--I) n

+ (- i) 2]
,=o (n + 1 a) TM

(fl((a) + (-- 1)fl)(1- a)),

Jk (a)
(- 1) i+le(a) E() (a).

(2r)+
27ciaM :rc iaWe remark that e(a) e e

27ciaM M[ (1-- icotar)z] Me =(-i)
1- (icotar)
1

and (sinaze)
1 (icotar)

Thus if k is even, then, by the lemma; ](a)is an element of F(icotazc),
-rcia

ze
because sinazr 1 + icotazr. Similarly, if k is odd, then Jk(a) is an element

-a icotarc
of F(icotaTr), because e cosaTr icotazc 1" This completes the proof.
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